The Western Desert’s Water Crisis.
Until now cities in the Western Desert have prospered thanks to massive water transfers. Vast
volumes of water have been transferred from the River Colorado, but there are limits to what can be
achieved. Further population growth may not be possible.

In total more than 1.4
million acres of irrigated
land produces about 13%
Of the USA’s livestock

The snowmelt brings huge volumes of water in the summer; the Colorado has a very low flow
between September and April. In the most extreme years of the early 1900s, the Colorado’ s discharge
was 13 times higher in the mid summer compared with winter.

There is a political limit to how much water
can be taken from the Colorado. An
International agreement states water must
be allowed to flow into Mexico

What are the issues
around future
water supply and
population
growth?
Already 30 million people in the
southwest USA depend on water
from the Colorado

Colorado’s
aqueducts bring
water to farms
growing fruits and
vegetables.

Economic
benefits of
water transfer
to western
Desert

Twentieth centaury migrants could see
plenty of opportunities in the Western
Deserts sunny skies. Farming and tourism
would flourish if they could tackle the issue
of water shortages. The solution to this
problem was the river Colorado. The massive
2,300-kilometre river brings meltwater from
the Rockies and wind river mountains across
the USA and down to Mexico.

There is a physical limit
to how much water can
be taken from the
Colorado.

In total more than 1.4
million acres of
irrigated land produces
about 15%
Of the USA’s crops

The water security is
threatened by climate
change. The western desert
region is predicted to
warm faster than the
whole world, reducing
rainfall further

Phoenix takes the maximum share
of the water its allowed, but it
is predicted to double its
population by 2050

Colorado’s giant
reservoirs bring water
to cities throughout the
Western Desert area such
as Phoenix

Plants and animals that
live on the sandbanks
such as the willow
flycatcher have declined

Sandbanks along the
sides of the river in its
lower course have been
starved of sediment and
are smaller

Ecological
costs of water
transfer to
Western Desert
A cooler river changes
the river ecosystem and
many species have been
lost

In 1935, work began on the hoover dam, which
stores the equivalent of two years river flow
in lake mead. The glen canyon dam was then
built in 1963. Together the two dams and their
reservoirs smooth out the Colorado’ s flow
through the year and remove its flood peaks
and bring additional benefits.
Reservoir water is piped along aqueducts,
including the US$4 billion central Arizona
project. Where required it feeds the homes,
farms and golf courses of the Western Desert.
The water transfer has brought many benefits
but also costs.

Silts and sands get trapped behind both
dams. This makes the water that leaves
the dam cooler as silt and sand heats
up in the sunlight

